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In demand. Harvard professor Jonathan Farley, left, and post-doctoral 
fellow Anthony Harkin see a growing demand for mathematicians in 
Hollywood. AP   Published in ‘Florida Today’ 

 
 

1. Harvard professor offers services as Hollywood mathematician   

Boston Globe - 

http://www.boston.com/news/local/massachusetts/articles/2005/05/01/harvard_profes

sor_offers_services_as_hollywood_mathematician/ 

Harvard professor Jonathan Farley is an award-winning scholar, but he wouldn't mind 

being known as a Hollywood mathematician.  

2. They make sure things all add up in the movies   

NorthJersey.com - 

http://www.northjersey.com/page.php?qstr=eXJpcnk3ZjczN2Y3dnFlZUVFeXkxNzcm

ZmdiZWw3Zjd2cWVlRUV5eTY2OTA1NTEmeXJpcnk3ZjcxN2Y3dnFlZUVFeXk1 

Harvard professor Jonathan Farley is an award-winning scholar, but he wouldn't mind 

being known as a Hollywood mathematician.  

3. Harvard Prof Works As Hollywood Math Whiz   



ABC News - 

http://abcnews.go.com/Entertainment/wireStory?id=721512&CMP=OTC-

RSSFeeds0312 

Harvard Professor Offers Services As Hollywood Mathematician to Make Films 

Accurate  

4. Mathematicians hit Hollywood    

Florida Today –  

http://www.floridatoday.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20050505/LIFE/505050311/1

005/life 

Complete FLORIDA TODAY coverage delivered to your door. Subscribe now. 

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. - Harvard professor Jonathan Farley is an award-winning 

scholar, but he wouldn't mind being known as a Hollywood mathematician.  

5. Farley co-founds consulting   

The Harvard Crimson – http://www.thecrimson.com/article.aspx?ref=507510 

Last year’s recipient of the Harvard Foundation’s Distinguished Scientist 

Award…Jonathan Farley ’91, has recently added one more credit to his resume: 

Hollywood consultant.  

6. Professor Offers Services As Mathematician   

The Herald-Sun - http://www.heraldsun.com/features/wire/29-603120.html 

Harvard professor Jonathan Farley is an award-winning scholar, but he wouldn't mind 

being known as a Hollywood mathematician. Inspired by the box-office success of 

math-themed movies like "A Beautiful Mind" and "Good Will Hunting," Farley figured 

there was a growing demand in Hollywood for experts who can make sure the 

numbers add up on the screen.  

7. ‘Numb3rs’ counts on Harvard professor   

Fort Wayne Journal Gazette -

 http://www.fortwayne.com/mld/journalgazette/living/11551317.htm 

Harvard professor Jonathan Farley, left, and post-doctoral fellow Anthony Harkin see 

a growing demand for their expertise in Hollywood. CAMBRIDGE, Mass. – Harvard 



professor Jonathan Farley is an award-winning scholar, but he wouldn’t mind being 

known as a Hollywood mathematician.  

8. Professor Offers Services As Mathematician   

New York Newsday - http://www.nynewsday.com/entertainment/news/wire/sns-ap-

hollywood-mathematician,0,1523949.story?coll=sns-ap-entertainment-headlines 

9. Harvard Prof Works As Hollywood Math Whiz   

AP via Yahoo! News -

 http://news.yahoo.com/news?tmpl=story&u=/ap/20050502/ap_en_mo/hollywood_ma

thematician_3 

Harvard professor Jonathan Farley is an award-winning scholar, but he wouldn't mind 

being known as a Hollywood mathematician.  

10. Professor offers services as Hollywood mathematician   

KATU - http://www.katu.com/entertainment/story.asp?ID=76864 

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. - Harvard professor Jonathan Farley is an award-winning 

scholar, but he wouldn't mind being known as a Hollywood mathematician.  

11. Harvard professor offers services as Hollywood mathematician   

Canada.com – http://www.canada.com/entertainment/story.html?id=e6c6c93d-eef6-

4aca-9740-03d53ef72047 

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) - Harvard professor Jonathan Farley is an award-winning 

scholar, but he wouldn't mind being known as a Hollywood mathematician.  

11. Harvard professor offers services as Hollywood mathematician   

Jam! Showbiz -  

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) - Harvard professor Jonathan Farley is an award-winning 

scholar, but he wouldn't mind being known as a Hollywood mathematician.  

12. Professor Offers Services As Mathematician   



Lancaster Online -

 http://www.lancasteronline.com/pages/news/ap/4/hollywood_mathematician 

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) - Harvard professor Jonathan Farley is an award-winning 

scholar, but he wouldn't mind being known as a Hollywood mathematician.  

13. Professor offers services as mathematician   

Lexington Herald-Leader -

http://www.kentucky.com/mld/kentucky/entertainment/11542799.htm 

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. - Harvard professor Jonathan Farley is an award-winning 

scholar, but he wouldn't mind being known as a Hollywood mathematician.  

14. Professor offers services as mathematician   

Tallahassee Democrat -

http://www.tallahassee.com/mld/tallahassee/entertainment/11542799.htm 

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. - Harvard professor Jonathan Farley is an award-winning 

scholar, but he wouldn't mind being known as a Hollywood mathematician.  

15. Professor offers services as mathematician   

Kansas City Star -

http://www.kansascity.com/mld/kansascity/entertainment/11542799.htm 

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. - Harvard professor Jonathan Farley is an award-winning 

scholar, but he wouldn't mind being known as a Hollywood mathematician.  

16. Professors help Hollywood get its numbers straight   

Pittsburgh Live - http://pittsburghlive.com/x/tribune-review/s_330230.html 

Harvard professor Jonathan Farley is an award-winning scholar, but he wouldn't mind 

being known as a Hollywood mathematician.  

17. Harvard Prof Works As Hollywood Math Whiz   

AP via Yahoo! Asia News - http://asia.news.yahoo.com/050502/ap/d89r64no0.html 



Harvard professor Jonathan Farley is an award-winning scholar, but he wouldn't mind 

being known as a Hollywood mathematician.  

18. Harvard professor offers services as Hollywood mathematician   

Canada.com -  

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) - Harvard professor Jonathan Farley is an award-winning 

scholar, but he wouldn't mind being known as a Hollywood mathematician.  

19. Harvard prof is Hollywood's mathematician   

Canada.com -  

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. -- Harvard professor Jonathan Farley is an award-winning 

scholar, but he wouldn't mind being known as a Hollywood mathematician.  

20. Professor Offers Services As Mathematician   

AP via Yahoo! News - 

http://news.yahoo.com/news?tmpl=story&u=/ap/20050502/ap_on_en_ot/hollywood_

mathematician_1 

Harvard professor Jonathan Farley is an award-winning scholar, but he wouldn't mind 

being known as a Hollywood mathematician.  

21. Professor Offers Services As Mathematician   

AP via Yahoo! Asia News - http://asia.news.yahoo.com/050502/ap/d89quda80.html 

Harvard professor Jonathan Farley is an award-winning scholar, but he wouldn't mind 

being known as a Hollywood mathematician.  

22. Professor offers services as mathematician   

Macon Telegraph - http://www.macon.com/mld/macon/entertainment/11542799.htm 

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. - Harvard professor Jonathan Farley is an award-winning 

scholar, but he wouldn't mind being known as a Hollywood mathematician.  

 


